What’s New With Threads?
Overdyes and Variegated Threads
Over the past few months, we have
been increasing our selection of
overdyes. We now have the complete
line of Caron Watercolors, Needle
Necessities Floss Overdye and Spring
II.

STITCH of the Month
Darning Patterns
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Watercolors are a three-ply hand-dyed
cotton available in variegated colors.
Typically this is the thread that has
the most range of colors in one
thread. It has a silky sheen, especially
when used with long, flat stitches.
Separate the plies and use one or
more in the needle depending upon
your canvas count. One ply is about
the same weight as a #5 pearl cotton
or six plies of cotton floss or one ply
of persian wool.
Floss Overdyed is Anchor embroidery
cotton that has been overdyed by
hand to create subtle shading. It is
often vari-colored but approximately
half of the colors are shaded within a
single color family. Upon opening
your skein you will notice the coloring is unevenly "bled" from one
shade/color to the next. This is done
to give you a smooth transition of
color in your stitching, especially for
shading.
Spring II is a 50/50 matte cotton and
rayon that has been shadowdyed. The
look and weight is comparable to #5
pearl cotton. Shadowdying is the
application of color to a previously
dyed surface creating the illusion of
the interception of light - slightly
darker shade. When stitching with
this thread use an 18” length.
Another plus is that Spring II works
great on both 14 and 18 count.
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Darning patterns are quick and easy to do. The diamond pattern above is
only one example in a world of stitches that will add new interest to your
backgrounds.
Simply begin at one edge of your canvas and following the pattern above
weave your thread over and under the appropriate number of threads until
you reach the opposite side of the canvas. Begin again, following the next
row and work back to your starting point. Remember to work with a long
enough length of thread to reach your destination as there is no starting and
stopping midway. You may anchor your threads in the outside margins of
your canvas with a few tiny cross stitches.
Consider different weights of thread when working darning patterns. A
heavy or wide thread will cover much of the canvas while a finer thread will
allow more of the painting to show through. A fine metallic thread will add
just a hint of shimmer to a background that has many shades and variations
of color. Overdyes are another great option for darning patterns. Don’t be
afraid to let the open canvas show; it adds texture and dimension to your
needlepoint.
If you would like to see more samples of darning patterns we have a great
book available — Suzy’s Darn Stitches by Suzy Murphy.
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